Imagine the Power of Knowing.

A tour of our RFID Access Control solution

RFID ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

Control and secure access to what’s sensitive in your business.

Access Control—an Overview
Why Access Control?
If your business is like most organizations, you will require
an efficient system that enables or limits access to
specialized equipment and areas within your office,
warehouse, or factory; this offers safety, security, and
convenience for both you and for employees.
You no longer need to provide access to special areas or
machinery using cumbersome keys, or require a manager
to continuously oversee the premises.
By providing special RFID Tags programmed for different
levels of access to your personnel, entry into different
zones on foot or by vehicle within your environment can
be fully automated.
In addition, entry can be completely hands-free and each
time a zone is accessed, the event is logged into a
database for future security audits.



The GAO Access Control System provides your
organization with a way to grant access to your users. And
with the ability to integrate with existing surveillance
systems and restricted heavy machinery, it is an all-in-one
way to ensure access is controlled in your business.

Give permission to access
potentially dangerous rooms and
equipment to only those who are
qualified.



Assign different levels of access
so that your workplace is
protected from unauthorized
security breaches.



Ensure Safety

Provide Security

Offer Convenience

Hands-free access means quick and
efficient entry for personnel and
vehicles, eliminating long queues
and the need for manned gates.

What’s your organization’s challenge? GAO RFID Access Control can help.

How Access Control Can Protect Your Organization

Building Access

Machinery Access

Surveillance Integration

Audit & Reporting

Control and monitor personnel
and vehicle access to zones
within your business
environment.

Limit access to specialized,
heavy machinery to only the
personnel who are certified to
operate them. Not only is safety
increased, but an automated
log is kept to track the
machine’s operating hours and
provide a proper audit trail.

Integrate the RFID access
control system with your
existing surveillance system to
trigger automated recording of
zones once they are accessed.

Audit the building, zone, and
machinery access histories of
personnel and vehicles to
protect your organization from
liability cases and security
breaches.

Access Control protects and accelerates your business in multiple ways.
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Our RFID Access Control System : 3 Easy Steps

The Result:
GAO RFID ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

Step 3
GAO RFID SOFTWARE

 Secure access to zones in buildings
 Limit access to specialized machinery
 Integration with surveillance systems
 Track employee time & attendance
 Full traceability for business protection

Information transmitted by each RFID

Step 2

Software, giving you the power to grant,

GAO RFID READERS

machinery.

Step 1

RFID Readers are installed at doorways,

GAO RFID TAGS

gates, and machinery to “read” the signals

RFID Tags are assigned to
personnel and vehicles.

tag is imported to the GAO RFID
restrict, and log access to zones and

being broadcasted by the RFID Tags worn
by personnel or installed on vehicles.

Automated access control protects your organization from every angle.

RFID Access Control Software : Powerful & Convenient

Easily setup your fixed RFID
Readers so that every zone
is under control.

Quickly add email addresses
of Managers and
Administrators who will be
notified of zone breaches.

Our software gives you the power to keep your facility safe and secure.

RFID Access Control: Software Key Features

Key Feature
Control of Personnel & Vehicle Access
Real-time Activity Monitoring
24-hour Unmanned Operation
Multiple-site Monitoring
Alerts and Email
Customizable Reporting
User group management
Excel Data Export





Desktop

Web

Mobile




























Our software is feature-packed and can be accessed from anywhere!
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RFID Access Control: Industry Solutions
Our RFID technology is being used to control access in many industries.
Building
Management
We give property
managers a way to
control every zone in
their buildings while
offering the
convenience of handsfree access to their
tenants.

Government
We help boost security
in agency buildings to
ensure access to
sensitive zones is
granted only to
authorized individuals.

Retail
We help retail stores
control access to its
shipping, backroom,
and floor areas to
reduce theft and
improve employee
efficiency.

Healthcare
We make sure critical
zones in healthcare
facilities stay off limits
to unauthorized
individuals, helping to
deter and detect
possible breaches to
ensure patient safety.

Access to just about anything can be controlled and monitored using RFID...

Why Choose GAO RFID?
Experience. Hardware. Software. Support. We’re Everything RFID.
GAO RFID Inc., a GAO Group company, has invested millions of dollars in
research and development to become a global leader in the fast growing
RFID industry. It offers one of the world's largest selections of RFID
readers, tags and solutions. Headquartered in Toronto, Canada, GAO
Group has a global presence including multiple facilities in China.
We are led by a team of certified professionals who have the experience
to understand your requirements and deliver a tailored RFID solution that
will maximize ROI and ensure scalability for your future growth and new
requirements.

The GAO RFID Advantage:
 20 years of innovation
 Continuous software development & support
 Expansive hardware selection
 Best-in-class support



We serve customers in over 40 countries.
*All trademarks mentioned herein belong to their respective owners.

Imagining how an Access Control System can secure your organization?

We’d be happy to help.

📞

1-877-585-9555
1-416-292-0038

✉

sales@gaorfid.com

x 601

Within North America

x 601

From Anywhere Else

